Abstract-This paper concerns the construction of tests for universal hypothesis testing problems, in which the alternate hypothesis is poorly modeled and the observation space is large. The mismatched universal test is a feature-based technique for this purpose. In prior work it is shown that its finite-observation performance can be much better than the (optimal) Hoeffding test, and good performance depends crucially on the choice of features. The contributions of this paper include:
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Universal Hypothesis Testing
In universal hypothesis testing, the problem is to design a test to decide in favor of either of two hypothesis H0 and H1, under the assumption that we know the probability distribution π 0 under H0, but have uncertainties about the probability distribution π 1 under H1. One of the applications that motivates this paper is detecting abnormal behaviors [1] : In the applications envisioned, the amount of data from abnormal behavior is limited, while there is a relatively large amount of data for normal behavior.
To be more specific, we consider the hypothesis testing problem in which a sequence of observations Z n 1 := (Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) from a finite observation space Z is given, where n is the number of samples. The sequence Z n 1 is assumed to be i.i.d. with marginal distribution π i ∈ P(Z) under hypothesis Hi (i = 0, 1), where P(Z) is the probability simplex on Z.
Hoeffding [2] introduced a universal test, defined using the empirical distributions and the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The empirical distributions {Γ n : n ≥ 1} are defined as elements of P(Z) via,
The Kullback-Leibler divergence for two probability distributions µ 1 , µ 0 ∈ P(Z) is defined as,
where the notation µ, f denotes expectation of f under the distribution µ, i.e., µ, f = z µ(z)f (z). The Hoeffding test is the binary sequence,
where η is a nonnegative constant. The test decides in favor of H1 when φ H = 1. It was demonstrated in [3] that the performance of the Hoeffding test is characterized by both its error exponent and the variance of the test statistics. We summarize this in Theorem 1.1. The error exponent is defined for a test sequence φ := {φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . } adapted to Z n 1 as 2) The asymptotic variance of the Hoeffding test depends on the size of the observation space. When Z n 1 has marginal π 0 , we have
Theorem 1.1 is a summary of results from [2] , [3] . The second result can be derived from [4] , [5] , [6] . It has been demonstrated in [3] that the variance implies a drawback of the Hoeffding test, hidden in the analysis of the error exponent: Although asymptotically optimal, this test is not effective when the size of the observation space is large compared to the number of observations.
B. Mismatched Universal Test
It was demonstrated in [3] that the potentially large variance in the Hoeffding test can be addressed by using a generalization of the Hoeffding test called the mismatched universal test, which is based on the relaxation of KL divergence introduced in [7] . The name of the mismatched divergence comes from literature on mismatched decoding [8] . The mismatched universal test enjoys several advantages:
1) It has smaller variance.
2) It can be designed to be robust to errors in the knowledge of π 0 .
3) It allows us to incorporate into the test partial knowledge about π 1 (see Lemma 2.1), as well as other considerations such as the heterogeneous cost of incorrect decisions. The mismatched universal test is based on the following variational representation of KL divergence,
where the optimization is taken over all functions f : Z → R. The supremum is achieved by the log-likelihood ratio. The mismatched divergence is defined by restricting the supremum in (1) to a function class F :
The associated mismatched universal test is defined as
In this paper we restrict to the special case of a linear function class: F = f r := d i r i ψ i where {ψ i } is a set of basis functions, and r ranges over R d . We assume throughout the paper that {ψ i } is minimal, i.e., {1, ψ 1 , . . . , ψ d } are linearly independent. The basis functions can be interpreted as features for the universal test. In this case, the definition (2) reduces to the convex program,
The asymptotic variance of the mismatched universal test is proportional to the dimension of the function class d instead of |Z| − 1 as seen in the Hoeffding test:
has marginal π 0 [3] . In this way we can expect substantial variance reduction by choosing a small d. The function class also determines how well the mismatched divergence
for possible alternate distributions π 1 and thus the error exponent of the mismatched universal test [9] . In sum, the choice of the basis functions {ψ i } is critical for successful implementation of the mismatched universal test. The goal of this paper is to construct algorithms to construct a suitable basis.
C. Contributions of this paper
In this paper we propose a framework to design the function class F , which allows us to make the tradeoff between the error exponent and variance. One of the motivations comes from results presented in Section II on the maximum number of ε-distinguishable distributions in an exponential family, which suggests that it is possible to use approximately d = log(p) basis functions to design a test that is effective against p different distributions. In Section III we cast the feature extraction problem as a rank constrained optimization problem, and propose a gradient-based algorithm with provable local convergence property to solve it.
The construction of a basis studied in this paper is a particular case of the feature extraction problems that have been studied in many other contexts. In particular, the framework in this paper is connected to the exponential family PCA setting of [10] . The most significant difference between this work and the exponential PCA is that our framework finds features that capture the difference between distributions, and the latter finds features that are common to the distributions considered.
The mismatched divergence using empirical distributions can be interpreted as an estimator of KL divergence. To improve upon the Hoeffding test, we may apply other estimators, such as those using data dependent features [11] , [12] , or those motivated by source-coding techniques [13] and others [14] . Our approach is different from them in that we exploit the limited possibilities of alternate distributions.
II. DISTINGUISHABLE DISTRIBUTIONS
The quality of the approximation of KL divergence using the mismatched divergence depends on the dimension of the function class. The goal of this section is to quantify this statement.
A. Mismatched Divergence and Exponential Family
We first describe a simple result suggesting how a basis might be chosen given a finite set of alternate distributions, so that the mismatched divergence is equal to the KL divergence for those distributions:
Lemma 2.1: For any p possible alternate distributions
for each i. These functions can be chosen to be the log-likelihood ratios {ψ i = log(π i /π 0 )}. ⊓ ⊔ It is overly pessimistic to say that given p distributions we require d = p basis functions. In fact, Lemma 2.2 demonstrates that if all p distributions are in the same d-dimensional exponential family, then d basis functions suffices. We first recall the definition of an exponential family: For a function class F and a distribution ν, the exponential family E(ν, F ) is defined as:
ν, e f , f ∈ F }.
We will restrict to the case of linear function class, and we say that the exponential family is d-dimensional if this is the dimension of the function class F . The following lemma is a reinterpretation of Lemma 2.1 for the exponential family: Lemma 2.2: Consider any p + 1 mutually absolutely continuous distributions {π
B. Distinguishable Distributions
Except in trivial cases, there are obviously infinitely many distributions in an exponential family. In order to characterize the difference between different exponential families of different dimension, we consider a subset of distributions which we call ε-distinguishable distributions.
The motivation comes from the fact that KL divergences between two distributions are infinite if neither is absolutely continuous with respect to the other, in which case we say they are distinguishable. When the distributions are distinguishable, we can design a test that achieves infinite error exponent. For example, consider two distributions π 0 , π
• For an exponential family E, the integer N (E) is defined as the maximum N such that there exists an ǫ 0 > 0 such that for any 0 < ε < ǫ 0 , there exists an ε-extremal A ⊆ E such that |A| ≥ N and any two distributions in A are ε-distinguishable.
One interpretation of the final definition is that the test using a function class F is effective against N (E) distributions, in the sense that the error exponents for the mismatched universal test are the same as for the Hoeffding test, where E = E(ν, F ): Lemma 2.3: Consider a function class F and its associated exponential family E = E(ν, F ), where ν has full support, and define N = N (E(ν, F )). Then, there exists a sequence
and lim 
It is important to point out thatN (d) is exponential in d. This answers the question asked at the beginning of this section: There exist p approximately distinguishable distributions for which we can design an effective mismatched test using approximately log(p) basis functions.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION VIA RANK-CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION
Suppose that it is known that the alternate distributions can take on p possible values, denoted by π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π p . Our goal is to choose the function class F of dimension d so that the mismatched divergence approximates the KL divergence for these alternate distributions, while at the same time keeping the variance small in the associated universal test. The choice of d gives the tradeoff between the quality of the approximation and the variance in the mismatched universal test. We assume that 0 < D(π i π 0 ) < ∞ for all i. We propose to use the solution to the following problem as the function class:
where dim F is the dimension of the function class F . The weights {γ i } can be chosen to reflect the importance of different alternate distributions. This can be rewritten as the following rank-constrained optimization problem:
where the optimization variable X is a p × |Z| matrix, and X i is the ith row of X, interpreted as a function on Z. Given an optimizer X * , we choose {ψ i } to be the set of right singular vectors of X * corresponding to nonzero singular values.
A. Algorithm
The optimization problem in (6) is not a convex problem since it has a rank constraint. It is generally very difficult to design an algorithm that is guaranteed to find a global maximum. The algorithm proposed in this paper is a generalization of the Singular Value Projection (SVP) algorithm of [15] designed to solve a low-rank matrix completion problem. It is globally convergent under certain conditions valid for matrix completion problems. However, in this prior work the objective function is quadratic; we are not aware of any prior work generalizing these algorithms to the case of a general convex objective function.
Let h(X) denote the objective function of (6) . Let S denote the set of matrices satisfying rank (X) ≤ d. Let P S denote the projection onto S:
where we use · to denote the Frobenius norm. The algorithm proposed here is defined as the following iterative gradient projection:
The projection step is solved by keeping only the d largest singular values of Y k+1 . The iteration is initialized with some arbitrary X 0 and is stopped when the X k+1 − X k ≤ ǫ for some small ǫ > 0.
B. Convergence Result
We can establish local convergence: Proposition 3.1: SupposeX satisfies rank (X) = d and is a local maximum, i.e. there exists δ > 0 such that for any matrix X ∈ S satisfying X −X ≤ δ, we have h(X) > h(X).
The main idea of the proof is that near X the set S can be approximated by this hyperplane H, as demonstrated in Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2: There exist δ > 0 and M > 0 such that: 1) for any X ∈ S satisfying X −X ≤ δ, there exists
, the projection of Y k onto H. We obtain from Lemma 3.2 that Z k is close to X k as follows: Lemma 3.3: Consider anyX satisfying rank (X) = d. There exist δ > 0 and M > 0 such that if
Lemma 3.5:
SupposeX is a local maximum in S and rank (X) = d. ThenX is also a local maximum in H.
Outline of Proof of Proposition 3.1: Using standard results form optimization theory, we can prove that for any small enough δ > 0, if X k −X ≤ δ and α < 2 L , then Z k+1 −X ≤ q X k −X for some q < 1 where q could depend on δ, and Y k+1 −X ≤ X k −X . Thus, we can choose a δ small enough so that M δ 
Proposition 3.1 then follows from induction.
IV. SIMULATIONS
We consider probability distributions in an exponential family of the form π i (z) = exp{
We first randomly generate {ψ i } and {ψ In the experiment we have two phases: In the feature extraction (training) phase, we randomly generate p+1 distributions, taken as π 0 , . . . , π p . We then use our techniques in (5) with the proposed algorithm to find the function class F . The weights γ i are chosen as γ i = 1/D(π i π 0 ) so that the objective value is no larger than 1. In the testing phase, we randomly generate t distributions, denoted by µ 1 , . . . , µ t . We then compute the average of Figure 1 , the parameters are chosen as q = 8, q ′ = 5, and t = 500. Shown in the figure is an average of
For the experimental results shown in
(for testing) for two cases: p = 50 and p = 500. We observe the following:
1) The objective value increases gracefully as d increases.
For d ≥ 7, the values are close to 1. 2) The curve for training and testing are closer when p is larger, which is expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is a framework to address the feature extraction problem for universal hypothesis testing, cast as a rank-constrained optimization problem. This is motivated by results on the number of easily distinguishable distributions, which demonstrates that it is possible to use a small number of features to design effective universal tests for a large number of possible distributions. We propose a gradient-based algorithm to solve the rank-constrained optimization problem, and the algorithm is proved to converge locally. Directions considered in current research include: applying the nuclear-norm heuristic [16] to solve the optimization problem (5), applying this framework to real-world data, and extension of this framework to incorporate other form of partial information.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of the lower bound in Proposition 2.4
We give a constructive proof of the lower bound (3) by combining ideas in Lemma A.1 and A.2.
Lemma A.1:N (2) ≥ |Z|.
Proof: We pick the following two basis functions ψ 1 , ψ 2 :
For 1 ≤ k ≤ |Z|, define u k as u k = ψ 1 + 2 k−0.5 ψ 2 . Assuming without loss of generality that Z = {1, . . . , |Z|}, we have arg max z u k (z) = k . Now, for any β > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Z|, define the distribution
where C is a normalizing constant. Since there are only finite choices of k, for any small enough ǫ, there exists β 0 such that for β ≥ β 0 , {π k,β , 1 ≤ k ≤ |Z|} are ǫ-extremal and any two distributions in {π
Outline of proof of the lower bound:
The basis functions used in the construction are the Kronecker products of basis functions used for Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.1.
Let J = ⌊|Z|/⌊ 1 2 d⌋⌋. Letψ 1 ,ψ 2 denote the basis function defined in (7) with |Z| replaced by J. The basis functions used for the lower bound are given by
B. Proof of the upper bound in Proposition 2.4
The main idea of the proof of (4) is to relate this bound to VC dimension. We first obtain an elementary upper bound.
Lemma A.3: N (E) ≤N (E), wherê
Proof: By definition if a subset A of E is ǫ-extremal, and any two distributions in A are ǫ-distinguishable, then for any two distributions π i , π j ∈ A, there exists ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 > 0 such that F ǫ1 (log(π 1 )) = F ǫ2 (log(π 2 )). Let H denote the set of all the half space in Consider any d-dimensional exponential family E with basis {ψ l , 1 ≤ l ≤ d}. Define a set of function {y i } ⊂ R d via,
In other words, if we stack {ψ l } into a matrix so that each ψ l is a row, then {y i } are the columns of this matrix. Let B(E) = {y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ |Z|}. The following lemma connects τ (B(E)) toN (E).
Lemma A.5:N (E) ≤ τ (B(E)). Proof: For given r ∈ R d and ǫ > 0, denote I = F ǫ ( l r l ψ l ). By the definition of F ǫ we have I = {i : r T y i ≥ sup z ( l r l ψ l (z)) − ǫ}. Therefore, there exists b such that r T y i ≥ b for all i ∈ I, and r T y i < b for all i / ∈ I. That is, I is the subset of {y i } that lies in the half space {y : r T y ≥ b}. Thus, {y i : i ∈ I} ∈ {h ∩ B(E) : h ∈ H}. Since this holds for any element in {F ǫ ( l r l ψ l ) : r ∈ R d , ǫ > 0}, we obtain the result.
Proof of the upper bound: We obtain (4) on combining Lemma A.3, Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.5, together with the identity VC (H) = d + 1.
